Speech articulation is produced by the movements of muscles in the larynx, pharynx, mouth and face. Therefore speech shows acoustic features as formants which are directly related with neuromotor actions of these muscles. The first two formants are strongly related with jaw and tongue muscular activity. Speech can be used as a simple and ubiquitous signal, easy to record and process, either locally or on e-Health platforms. This fact may open a wide set of applications in the study of functional grading and monitoring neurodegenerative diseases. A relevant question, in this sense, is how far speech correlates and neuromotor actions are related. This preliminary study is intended to find answers to this question by using surface electromyographic recordings on the masseter and the acoustic kinematics related with the first formant. It is shown in the study that relevant correlations can be found among the surface electromyographic activity (dynamic muscle behavior) and the positions and first derivatives of the first formant (kinematic variables related to vertical velocity and acceleration of the joint jaw and tongue biomechanical system). As an application example, it is shown that the probability density function associated to these kinematic variables is more sensitive than classical features as Vowel Space Area (VSA) or Formant Centralization Ratio (FCR) in characterizing neuromotor degeneration in Parkinson's Disease.
Introduction
Speech is produced by different cognitive processes, mapped through basal ganglia to agonist-antagonist neuromotor actions on articulation muscles, 1,2 which modulate phonation by the resonances of the oronaso-pharyngeal tract (ONPT), and is radiated into air as sound. The speech neuromotor action sequences activate the muscles of the pharynx, tongue, jaw, lips, larynx, chest and diaphragm. The source-filter model of speech production suggests that an excitation source is generated either by the joint action of chest and larynx muscles (phonation) or by turbulent airflow resulting from air exhalation in different parts of the ONPT. Therefore, possible alterations of the speaker's neuromotor conditions may be reflected in speech, 3, 4 as it happens with certain diseases, because they affect mainly neuromotor units in the basal ganglia, brain stem and cerebellar structures. [5] [6] [7] Neurological diseases may affect different levels of speech production, as phonation and articulation or tone [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] as well as improper speech planning and emotional impairment. 13 The present work is intended to explore the connections between neuromotor actions on certain articulation muscles and meaningful acoustical correlates, as speech formants in Parkinson's Disease (PD). The working hypothesis assumes that the kinematic properties of acoustic-phonetic variables derived from the first two speech formants (F 1 , F 2 ) are the direct consequence of the activity of articulation muscles (mainly the masseter), and that surface electromyographic (sEMG) signals 14, 15 measured on this muscle might be highly correlated with the neuromotor actions governing muscle contractions. The force exerted by articulation muscles will modulate the transversal section of the vocal tract, opening or closing it, in what is known as the high/low (H/L) phonetic feature of vowels 16 corresponding to the articulation gesture of raising or lowering the tongue with respect to the palate ceiling. As it will be later discussed, it has been assumed that the force exerted by articulation muscles may be related to the integral of the rectified sEMG. If this is so, this force should find a correlate on the vertical position of a reference point in the center of masses of the complex jawtongue and associated tissues. This position would be a determinant geometrical gesture (articulation) associated with the high/low quality of the vowel produced by phonation (glottal source) being filtered by the vocal tract (filter). This theory is solidly established since the works of G. Fant in the 60s of the past century 17 This relationship would explain the behavior of the two first formants, which are the main acoustic correlates of the vocal tract resonances. Although correlation does not imply causality when a clear physical model linking the correlate variables is known and made explicit, correlation is a valuable tool to quantify causality effects. In the case under examination, consider the following causal links: Neuromotor Activity Masseter sEMG Vertical Force Vertical Position { Fi, F2}. An explicit relationship may be established for each of these causal links expressed by " " as shown in Sec. 2. Therefore, correlation is to be seen in this case as the quantitative expression of causality. Having in mind that the force exerted by the masseter could not be inferred directly, as it is done in isometric experiments, because the masseter is not working isometrically in speech, the present study opens the possibility of making this estimation possible relating force and sEMG by means of accelerometry. The use of sEMG (to infer neuromotor action and forces), accelerometry (to estimate positions) and formant kinematics (to measure acoustic properties) is fully justified if a strong correlation can be measured between neuromotor activity (sEMG) and formant kinematics. In such this last feature can be used to infer neuromotor activity in further research. The main advantage in doing so is that formant kinematics may be recorded by a "contactless" microphone, making speech a simple and useful vehicular tool to further neuromotor studies.
The main objective of the paper is to show that the relationship between neuromotor activity on the masseter estimated from its sEMG may be quantitatively associated with the kinematic activity of the jaw estimated from accelerometric measurements on the chin, and to quantify the relationship between jaw kinematics and acoustic estimates derived from speech (first two formants). Once these relationships are established through a neuromechanical model, it would be possible, on the one hand, to infer neuromotor activity from acoustic signals, which are easily obtained from microphone recordings, and on the other hand, to use correlates derived from acoustic signals to estimate kinematic activity which could be used to characterize the dysarthric speech associated to neurodegenerative causes, as in PD hypokinetic dysarthria (HD). Therefore, the paper has to be seen as divided in two main parts. The first part, including Secs. 2 and 3 is devoted to describe a biomechanical model associating quantitatively the acoustic signals to formant kinematics, and to estimate the relationship between sEMG and kinematics derived from accelerometry using regression methods. Based on the association between acoustic correlates and neuromotor activity empirically validated in the first part, the second part of the paper, including Secs. 4 and 5 is devoted to show that the kinematic activity described from acoustic correlates is a better descriptor than other classical features as the Vowel Space Area (VSA) and the Formant Centralization Ratio (FCR) 18 to characterize dysarthric speech in PD using statistical validation. Section 6 is devoted to summarize the main conclusions derived from the study.
Neuromechanic Articulation Model
The muscular structures implied in articulation modifying the ONPT are the naso-pharyngeal switch, and the jaw, tongue and lips, which change the properties of the equivalent acoustic filter. 16 It may be said that the relation between the first two formant positions and the nature of a vowel is well established in literature. [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] Specifically, it will be observed that a relation exists between the vowel space and the two main articulation gestures, which are the jaw and tongue positions. [24] [25] [26] The jaw position determines the first two formant positions (F 1 ), in the sense that low (open) vowels articulated with a low jaw tend to show a high F 1 and a low F 2 , and vice versa (see Fig. 1 ). The lower jaw position is mainly fixed by two muscles which act as agonist (masseter) and antagonist (geniohyoid). 27, 28 The action of gravity is also to be considered f w ) together with the forces produced by agonist and antagonist muscles (f m , f g ). 29 (a) (b) In many articulation gestures, the jaw, tongue and surrounding facial tissues behave as a joint dynamic structure, which may be represented by a lumped moment of inertia following classical muscular biomechanics. 30 The biomechanics of this system may be simplified as shown in Fig. 2 , considering a descriptive model of the structures, forces and displacements of a jaw-tongue reference point (P r jx), equivalent to a center of actions, which could be related to formant positions.
When its coordinates experience a modification ( x r , y r ), a corresponding change in the first two formants { Fi, F2 } is to be expected. Lowering the P r jT will result in an elevation of i*\, and vice versa. Similarly, advancing the P r jT will result in an elevation of i*2, and vice versa. The back-front (B/F) and high-low (H/L) phonetic features may be justified on these articulation principles. 16 This relationship can be established as
where a^ are the transformation weights explaining the position-to-formant associations, and t is the time. This relationship is known to be one-to-many in very specific articulation gestures, i.e. the same pair of formants {F\, F2} could be associated to more than a single articulation position. 25 Nevertheless, for the diadochokinetic utterances proposed in the experiments described in Sec. 3.1, a one-to-one relationship between the ONPT gesture positions and formants may be assumed (H1: Uniqueness). 18 It will also be assumed that the matrix A is invertible, thus, B • A = I (I: identity matrix), therefore it may be said that B = A -1 . This assumption is substantiated by the estimation of the coefficients a^, which is based on regression methods, and on the following inequality: a\\a,22 -ai2«2i = 0 (H2: Invertibility). The justification of H2 is given in Sec. 3.2 at the sight of the estimations for a,y in the case under study. H3: Time invariance. This hypothesis is frequently found in speech processing problems, for instance, if spectra based on Fourier Transforms are to be estimated. Theoretically a Fourier Transform can only be defined on infinitely lasting signals (windows of infinite size). This requirement has no sense in practical cases. Therefore, a window W wide enough is defined on a signal to consider it quasi-stationary in the sense that the moment generating function of the signal might be considered almost constant within W. 31 ' 32 Similarly, it will be assumed that both A and B will have almost time-invariant distributions during the estimation time window W. In the present study, the pseudo-stationary hypothesis is supported by the fact that the neuromechanical model of the ONPT will not change fast enough, during the diadochokinetic exercises barely producing diphthongs at a rate larger than 3-4 per second. Under assumptions H1 and H2, the system in (1) may be inverted as
On its turn, under assumption H3,
where a xr and a yr are the horizontal and vertical accelerations in the sagittal plane. Therefore
bulk of the masseter s m (t) is a correlate of the summation of different individual motor fibers activating the muscle, 34 ' 35 and therefore, the dynamic force exerted by the muscle in the upper vertical direction f m (t) may be expressed as the joint action of these individual actions on the muscle cell membranes, therefore
where J m is the myoelectric proportionality parameter when small oscillations are assumed, T m is the angular neuromotor torque, l m is the effective jaw arm length (considering the jaw-tongue system as a lumped load), $ is the rotation angle, and r m (t) is the integral of the rectified sEMG on the masseter. The nature of the relation in (5) between force and the integral of the rectified sEMG is an important object of discussion. There are several important considerations in its current formulation (H4: relationship between motor unit actions and force). 36~42 The question of why force is related to the rectified sEMG, and not to sEMG, apparently has to see with the way in which sEMG is recorded, using pairs of electrodes symmetrically placed at both sides of the neuromotor innervation zone on the muscle, as suggested by the experts. 37 ' 39 The force exerted by a muscle is a consequence of the neuromotor stimulation of the muscular fibers by impulse-like action potentials, 43 which accumulate on the muscular cell membranes as a de facto integration of the positive peaks of individual actions, therefore the muscular force appearing responds to the rectified integral of sEMG recordings (r m (t)). On the other hand, if it is hypothesized that r m (t) as measured on the masseter is a strong correlate of the force exerted by the muscle, the vertical acceleration of the reference point P r jT would be strongly related to r m (t). The biomechanical model would act as a low-pass filter, as velocities and displacements had to be estimated by integration, further smoothing the spike behavior of sEMG, to the point where high frequency components are not any more relevant, and only average oscillations are relevant to the study, provided that baseline noise and other artifacts are conveniently removed. 39 A further consideration has to see with attributing force only to masseter activity, having in mind that other elevator and depressor muscles are also active, as temporalis and medial pterygoid (elevators) or the geniohyoid, mylohyoid or digastric (depressors). 44 The influence of these muscles is only to be taken into account in certain jaw displacements during mastication, but not in the vertical small displacements generated by torques aligned to the normal of the sagittal plane as those appearing in speech articulation (H5: masseter dominance, meaning that the vertical displacement of the jaw and tongue resulting from the masseter activity is the main cause for low/high and high/low transitions in the first two formants, therefore horizontal displacements will be less relevant regarding formant kinematics). Another consideration to be discussed is the linear relationship assumed in (5) . The nature of the relationship between integrated rectified sEMG and force in a muscle has received much attention in biomechanical studies. Most of them are devoted to main body muscles, as biceps, triceps, deltoid, biceps femoris, tibialis, etc. 40 ' 41 Much less attention has been devoted to facial muscles, as the masseter. Most of the works on this muscle are devoted to bite and mastication, 42 and not to speech articulation. What can be concluded is that these studies point to the existence of a clear relationship between the integrated rectified sEMG and force in a given muscle, and that the following properties have been proven:
• The relationship between r m (t) and force is aligned and in the same sense (larger r m (t) activity is associated to larger muscle force) for all muscles studied. • This relationship is monotonic (positive increments in r m (t) are associated with positive increments in muscle force) for all muscles studied. • There is at least a region where the relationship may be considered linear or quasi-linear: between 0% and 30% of maximum muscle force. For larger forces, the relationship shows a nonlinear bending. This behavior seems to be associated to the type of fiber contraction speech articulation would correspond to the quasi-linear region.
Having in mind these considerations, the linear relationship was adopted in the sense that speech articulation may be considered a small force amplitude activity, at which the masseter will behave as a linear actuator, an assumption which has to be supported by experimentation. It will be seen that the results produced in the present work support strongly this hypothesis. The dynamic model would be a third-order lever, the pulling force of the masseter resulting in a quasiharmonic movement of the P r jT. Nevertheless, for small movements of the jaw, as those produced dur ing normal speech, it may be assumed that the force exerted by the masseter will be related to the vertical acceleration of the point P r JT as a yr (t) = / j Jm (6) where f m will be the resultant of all force components acting vertically (excluding viscosity effects), 30 ' 48 and M m may be seen as the inertial equivalent of jaw-tongue system. 49 ' 50 In what fol lows, it will be assumed that the only force acting vertically taken into account is / m , the one exerted by the masseter. Considering only small amplitude oscillations, the force exerted by gravity (weight: f w ) may be removed from the model by unbiasing the acceleration components {X a ,Y a }. This assumption is supported by the fact that any bias found in the linear vertical acceleration must be due to the con tribution of gravity (assuming that the subject is not moving vertically). Any other constant bias in the masseter force would produce a displacement of jaw to the two extreme positions: yawn (downwards) or bite (upwards). This hypothesis will be plausible when the activity of the jaw is a harmonic oscilla tion, as in speech articulation, and specifically in diadochokinetic exercises, as the ones used in the experiment described in the sequel. Therefore, from (4) and (6)
The estimation of the corresponding scale weights C21 and C22 has to be carried on a time window W of adequate size to fulfill the conditions for pseudostationarity (time-invariance) requested by H3, as explained above. 32 One possibility is to rely on sec ond order moments on W as
where F" is the second derivative of F, and {•, •} is the inner product in Hilbert's space
dt.
It is well known that the opening of the ONPT in its mid-front section is directly influencing the position of the first formant, and this situation is dominant over the front-back positions of the tongue in most sounds. 25 ' 51 ' 52 Therefore, it will be assumed that for front vowels most of the neuromotor masseter force will produce vertical acceleration observed as a corre late on the first and second formant kinematics. The problem to be faced now is that the vertical force pro duced by the masseter is not accessible, and has to be estimated indirectly, having (5) into account. There fore, assuming that the correlation between the inte grated rectified sEMG given as r m (t) and the vertical acceleration a yr (t) is significant, the joint estimation of the scale weights C21 and C22 may be carried on by means of the following iteration: 
R{r m ,F;y
The final estimation of C21 and C22 may be obtained by successive joint iterations of (10), having in mind that from (5) C21 = J m˘2 i;
Actual values of C21 and C22 will be estimated for the diadochokinetic exercise described in the next section.
Materials and Methods

Signal estimation and processing
The present study has a marked exploratory nature, as very few publications have addressed the use of sEMG signals measured on the masseter to estimate neuromotor decay in neurological disease evaluation. 53 ' 54 The main assumption is that the myoelectric signal recorded at the surface of the skin over the facial position of the masseter will represent the joint action of many individual muscle fiber contractions 15 ' 53 ' 54 under the neuromotor commands conducted by the anterior mandibular division of the trigeminal nerve. The masseter is one of the most powerful muscles in the human body therefore it is a good candidate for this kind of measurements. An experiment was designed to validate the working hypothesis on the relationship between the first formant dynamics and the electromyographic signal recorded on the masseter. The speaker was asked to produce the diadochokinetic sequence/ ayayayayay.../ (phonetically [ajajajajaj...]), because it evokes an intensive masseter activity and explores the low/high vowel domain. 55 The speech signal was recorded with a Sennheiser cardioid microphone at 44100 Hz and 16 bits. The sEMG signal was recorded with the equipment Biopac MP150 EMG100 at 2 kHz and 16 bits. The fixture to record surface myoelectric signals from the masseter and acceleration on the chin is shown in Fig. 3 . Two surface contact electrodes are fixed on the skin at the masseter attachment to the mandible, and at the mid-superior part of the muscular bundle attachment to the zygomatic arch, and a third reference electrode is placed in the forefront over the ipsilateral eyebrow. This fixture produced an acceptable signal to noise ratio. 39 A 50-Hz IIR notch comb filter was applied on the recorded sEMG signal for electric power artifact removing.
The recording protocol and signal processing methodology is given in the following steps:
• Myoelectric surface signals (sEMG, see Fig. 4(a) ) and voice signals (see Fig. 4(d) ) are recorded in synchrony. The dynamic correlate of the sEMG signal is estimated by rectification and integration (see Fig. 4(b) ). The accelerometer signals in axes {X a ,Y a } are referred to coordinates {x r ,y r } and integrated to estimate the vertical displacement y r , which is shown in Fig. 4(c) . The sEMG, initially sampled at 2 kHz, is downsampled at 500 Hz, to match a formant estimation rate of 2 ms.
• An 18-cycle segment of the diphthong [aj] is selected. The speech recordings are undersampled to 8 kHz for formant kinematic estimation. 56 • The ONPT transfer function of the voice segment is evaluated by an eight-pole adaptive inverse LP filter 56 with a low-memory adaptive step to grasp fine time variations. • Figure 4(d) shows the speech signal (light blue) and its energy envelope (red). • The first two formants (F 1 , F 2 ) are estimated by evaluating the roots of the associated inverse polynomials of the LP predictor each 2 ms (equivalent to a sampling frequency of 500 Hz) with a frequency resolution of 2 Hz. The first two formants are given in Fig. 4(e) .
The upper template of Fig. 4(a) shows the activity of the sEMG as recorded on the masseter. The integral of its rectified value produces a correlate of the force exerted by the masseter, 42 which is characterized by a sequence of pull-up actions followed by relaxing intervals, at a rate of approximately two per second. These actions provoke the raising P rJT (Fig. 4(c) ), moving the vowel sound from [a:] to [i:]. When the P rJT is lowered (relaxed masseter), the amount of energy radiated through the lips is larger, because sound is radiated through a larger section (louder speech amplitude), whereas when the contracted masseter pulls up the jaw the radiated energy is smaller (smaller radiation section). It may be seen that the energy envelope (red line) in Fig. 4(d) ) is following these changes in the radiated loudness. In Fig. 4(e) , the effect of a larger or smaller vocal tract end section (corresponding to the low or high vowel) on the first two formants is also seen, as the first formant climbs up for the low vowel [a:] and dives down for the high vowel [i:]. The second formant behaves inversely. When the masseter is relaxed the sound is closer to [a:] (higher F\ positions, lower Fi positions in (d)). When the masseter is contracted, the sound is closer to [i:] (lower F\ positions, higher Fi positions). It may be seen that F\ in Fig. 4(e) is following Fig. 4(b) in counterphase, whereas Fi is in phase. Therefore, a nonnegligible correlation might exist between the masseter dynamics (force) and the first two formant positions. Any correlation present among the three types of signals (speech, displacement and sEMG) may help in establishing quantitative relationships, as cause-effects are supported by dynamic and acoustic background. Quantitative correlations will be estimated in the next section.
Regression study
The physical assumptions supporting the existence of strong correlations among the three kinds of signals involved in the diadochokinetic exercise are the following:
• Articulation plays an amplitude modulation role in phonation, as shown in Fig. 4(d) . • The main cause is the jaw raising/lowering, due to masseter activations, which may be monitored from sEMG (r m (t)), producing a vertical driving force f m (t). • The vertical displacement around the reference point P r jT will be given by
where a yr (t) is the vertical acceleration referred to P r jT, obtained from the accelerometer estimates after proper rotation, and W is the time estimation window. The vertical displacement reduces the space between the lower jaw and the palate, modifying the ONPT resonances.
• The first two formant estimates {F 1 (t), F 2 (t)} due to the ONPT resonances will follow the vertical displacement y r (t) in counterphase and in phase (respectively).
Therefore, the correlation study will first check the relationship between f m (t) (hypothetical force acting vertically) with the vertical displacement y r (t) referred to P rJT and the evolution of F 1 and F 2 . As f m (t) is not accessible, r m (t) will be used instead. These correlations measured by Pearson's and Spearman's coefficients are given in Fig. 5 . It may be seen in Fig. 5(a) that the linear regression between the force correlate oscillations ( r m (t)) and the vertical displacement y r is positive and highly relevant (p-value < 0.001), with a Pearson's coefficient of 0.81 (p-value < 0.001), and a Spearman's rank-coefficient of 0.83 (p-value < 0.001). In Fig. 5(b) , the regression between the vertical displacement y r and the oscillations of the first formant F 1 is plotted, showing that there is a strong correlation between both variables (-0.89), indicating that when the reference point moves upwards the first formant goes down. A similar relationship is found for the second formant, but the correlation is positive in this case. These correlations indicate that the displacements follow the sEMG correlate of the force exerted by the masseter, and the formants follow the displacements, but with different orientation. These regression results may be used to estimate a ij . The results are a 11 = 561.35, a 12 = -345.96, a 21 = -753.84, a 22 = 426.58, all estimates given in cm s -1 . The reader may check that H2 is fulfilled in this case. Using the estimates provided by a similar regression study between the vertical acceleration a yr (t) and the masseter force, by iterating expressions (5), (6), (10)-(12) after 100 runs, the following estimates for the biomechanical parameters of the model may be derived: J m = -213.79g cm s -3 , c 21 = -0.0273g cm s and c 22 = 0.0202g cm s. The value for M m has been taken as 440 g. 57 The possibility of producing these estimations is of high relevance for the diagnosis and monitoring of neurodegenerative diseases from the analysis of voice and speech. As the time derivatives of the formants can be associated with the kinematics of the P rJT as given by (2), a possible correlate to rate neuromotor disease grade could be defined by the absolute kinematic velocity (AKV) of the jaw-tongue system, where B^Bi and Byi are quadratic forms of the coefficients of the inverse matrix B = A -1 , assuming that invertibility conditions are fulfilled. The estimations of a,y indicate that this is a plausible hypothesis. The absolute velocity of the P r jT given in (14) is a relevant correlate to articulation dysarthria and dysfluency and can be used in comparing speech features from different utterances. 58 ' 59 In what follows the results of evaluating the degradation of the speaking performance in a set of 16 PD patients will be shown.
Application to PD Dysarthria
The database of normative and pathological speech used in PD monitoring is a part of the Parkinsonian Speech Database (PARCZ) 6 Table 1 . Recordings of vowels [a: i: u:] at maximum loudness, sampled at 16kHz and 16 bits were selected from the database to estimate the logarithm of the VSA (lnVSA) and the FCR. 18 These are static features based on the estimation of the extreme positions and the center of gravity of the vowel triangle, which have been used classically as features of articulation disfunction. 18, 61 The VSA gives an estimation Table 1 . Subject set description, static and kinematic estimates. Nxxxx: normative subjects; Pxxxx: pathologic subjects. UPDRS refers to section III of that rating scale. 66 Subject Age   63  65  64  59  67  61  55  64  59  76  78  64  65  72  64  76  59  68  70  68  73  55  54  62  46  66  66  71  71  63  63  73   UPDRS   --------24  55  23  8  5  6  8  12  --------25  14  39  35  35  19 of the area of the vowel triangle, and is larger in females than in males. Normative values are 12.7091 (females) and 12.1843 (males). The FCR shows the tendency of formants to shrink towards the center of the vowel triangle with a slight skew to vowel [ae]. The normative value for the FCR is around 0.97 for both genders. In general, it may be said that the smaller the lnVSA and the larger the FCR, the more pathological the voice under analysis will be. The values of VSA and FCR for the normative female subject shown as an example in Fig. 6 are given in the lower templates. See that the female subject lnVSA is 12.85 (slightly over the female normative) and FCR is 0.949 (slightly under the normative). FCR and lnVSA are estimated from the vowel triangle extreme positions, representing articulation points of vowels [a: i: u:] marked with circles in the lower templates of Fig. 6 , in which an example from a normative female speaker is shown based on the evaluation of the first two formants extracted from Linear-Prediction Spectral Estimation. An example of the normalized histogram and cumulative distribution of the AKV for the sequence in Fig. 6 is given in Fig. 7 .
It may be seen that the most active events (larger AKV) are aligned with vowel insertions (start of phonation around 1.1s and 2.3s) or during weak phonation (between 0.7 and 1.0 s). The AKV distribution shows a x 2 behavior (two degrees of freedom). Its similarity to a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution allows establishing a parallelism with thermodynamic concepts, giving sense to the term "emotional temperature" used by some researchers in the field of neurological deterioration, as in Alzheimer's Disease speech studies. 62 The normalized histograms may be interpreted as probability distributions, and these can be applied to estimate the difference in terms of Information Theory 63-65 between two probability distributions in terms of Kullback-Leibler's Divergence (KLD) as 
PjC C=o KLD is an estimator of Mutual Information between two stochastic processes with probability distributions given by £>i(|tv|) and pj(|w r |), obtained from two subjects i and j, if their articulation profiles (similar to the one in Fig. 7(a) ) are given as histograms in amplitude bins (velocities) as the one in Fig. 7 (b) (in blue) which is normalized to the total number of counts. Expression (15) consists in evaluating the logarithm of the ratio between both distributions at each bin, in our case, limited to 50 cm s _1 , and have it weighted by one of the probabilities, in this case pn. If both probability functions are equal, the log of their ratio will be zero, and the divergence DKUJ will be null, i.e. there will not be divergence. In any other case, as they are distributions following \ , they will present a lump, more or less shifted to the right. Speakers with a highly unstable articulation will have the lump more to the right than speakers showing a more stable articulation. If p i represents a normative speaker, and p j a pathologic one, it will be expected that log(p i /p j ) will show positive values for low absolute velocities, and negative ones for high absolute velocities. As the weighting function is also p i , it will give more relevance to low absolute velocities, therefore the resultant divergence will be positive. As it is known, normative subjects can produce more stable vowels, with F 1 and F 2 showing little oscillations, therefore p i will show a left-hand histogram. PD patients on the contrary show unstable F 1 and F 2 , and their histogram will tend to show a lump to the right. In the present study, the AKV estimates and their normalized histograms by velocity bins between 0 and 50 cm s -1 were evaluated from (14) . Four sets of normalized histograms were produced respectively for the normative male set NM: {p NM }; normative female set NF {p NF }; pathological male set PM: {p PM }; and pathological female set PF: {p PF }. The D KL between each subject in the pathologic sets PM and PN was estimated with respect to the averages of their respective normative sets, NM and NF.
Results and Discussion
The purpose of the present experiment is to show that D KL as derived from (15) is a more relevant feature than lnVSA or FCR to distinguish unstable vowel articulation by PD patients from stable articulation by normative speakers. The results of evaluating lnVSA, FCR (static features) and KLD (dynamic features) from 16 normative subjects and 16 PD patients randomly selected from the PARCZ database are given in Table 1 . Male (M) and female (F) subjects have been included in equal numbers (balanced sets). This experiment has to be seen as a comparison between the discrimination capability of the KLD divergence of AKV pdf as defined in (14) and (15) and lnVSA and FCR defined by Sapir, in distinguishing normative from dysarthric subjects. The comparisons are single-feature detections, where the twoclass classifier is a two-tail t-test, which decides if the distribution of the subsets being compared cannot be differentiated based on their means, assuming different variances, under a p-value lower than 0.05 (null hypothesis H0). Test results are shown in Table 2 . Table 2 shows that t-tests using lnVSA as the distinguishing feature fail in rejecting the null hypothesis (H0: that the pathological and normative sets have the same means) for a p-value under 0.05, both in the case of males and in the case of females. FCR features fail also in rejecting H0 for p < 0.05. On the contrary, when using D KL as the distinguishing feature, the tests reject H0, pointing to the possibility that pathological and normative sets have different means with statistical relevance under p < 0.05. Therefore there are significant differences if D KL is used as a separating feature, with respect to lnVSA or FCR, showing the superior performance of dynamic (D KL ) versus static features (lnVSA or FCR), as it was intended.
To clarify the relevance of this finding, a comparison to a relevant study by Skodda et al. 67 is commented. This study analyzed the capability of triangular VSA and the Vowel Articulation Index (reciprocal of FCR) to differentiate normative and HD speech as single features. On a database of 68 PD patients (gender balanced) uttering [a: i: u:] under highly controlled conditions compared to 32 controls (gender balanced, matched in age) significant differentiation between PD and control speech was observed using variance analysis on several features as mean and standard deviation of fundamental frequency, net speech rate, triangular VSA, and VAI. The results of the tests on VSA and VAI of 34 PD versus 16 controls produced p-values of 0.023 and 0.0003 respectively for a male set, and above 0.05 (nonsignificant) and 0.002 for the female set. Apparently VSA and VAI succeeded in differentiating PD from controls in males, and only VAI succeeded in doing so in females. In our study, neither VSA nor FDR succeeded in differentiating PD from controls, but the KLD of kinematic velocity succeeded in differentiating pathological speech from normative for both males and females. This disagreement may be based on the highly controlled vowel production and larger PD data sizes in Skodda's work, and on the lower number of patients involved in the present study (16 patients versus 16 controls). In the PARCZ database, vowel utterances were supposed to be as spontaneous as possible in both PD and controls, in phonation style and in duration, and were only grouped by intensity level. These preliminary results would have to be confirmed by an extended database under different recording conditions.
Besides the potential of AKV as a biomarker of PD, this acoustic measure could be used to monitor the effects of treatments (e.g. repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation -rTMS, deep brain stimulation -DBS) or to adjust its settings. 68 It has been reported that especially DBS surgery can have a negative effect on speech. This is usually caused by the fact that DBS parameters, the exact targets for intracranial electrodes and used contacts are tailored based on effects of DBS on limbs and not on axial motor symptoms such as Hypokinetic Dysarthria (HD). 7, 68 Therefore, AKV could be used as a very quick and ob jective feedback quantifying a change in articulation and in intelligibility . It can be easily estimated during electrode navigation or during parameter adjustment so that DBS will not have such negative effects in specific HD behavior. Moreover, articulation kinematics may be used combined with clinical data to enhance computer-based monitoring systems in PD by neural-network-based classifiers. 59,69
Conclusions
Speech articulation is conditioned by the movement produced by specific groups of muscles in the larynx, pharynx, mouth and face. As the recording of speech is simple and ubiquitous, the use of speech as a vehicular tool for neuromotor action monitoring would open a wide set of applications in the study of functional grading of neurodegenerative diseases. This study has been conceived to establish the relationship between neuromotor activity (represented by the sEMG) and speech correlates (represented by formant kinematics as a functional model. This purpose has been fulfilled using electromyographic recordings on the masseter and jaw accelerometry on the chin to estimate muscular dynamics, and the acoustic kinematic features related with the first two formants. Although the study presented is limited to one case and one sequence, there are interesting findings to be reported, among them are the following:
• A strong correlation between electromyographic dynamics and acoustic kinematics was observed.
Correlation measures based on second-order statistics satisfy the necessary conditions for this relation to be confirmed. • This correlation could be formalized as explicit relationships among the integral of the rectified sEMG, the vertical position of the reference point J r PT, and the first two formant oscillations. The parameters sustaining these relationships were estimated using regression analysis. Apparently linear regression worked well because the movements and forces considered in the study were limited to speech articulation dynamics, which does not involve such strong forces as in biting or mastication. Under these conditions the relation between the integrated rectified sEMG and force may be considered linear. • A significant correlation is observed between the integrated rectified sEMG signal and the first two formant displacements. Accepting that formants are acoustic marks related with the position of the jaw-tongue biomechanical system, this fact implies that the sEMG activity would be a correlate of the masseter neuromotor fiber firing activity, and the integrated rectified sEMG activity would be a correlate of the force produced by the masseter. • These correlations support the use of the AKV probability density as a biomarker in monitoring different neurodegenerative processes, such as PD. This biomarker seems to be a good index to disfluency and dysarthria of neuromotor origin, complementing static features as VSA and FCR with a powerful description of articulation dynamics. • The influence of the horizontal dynamics of the jaw-tongue system 70 ' 71 in conforming the kinematics of the first two formants, neglected in (7) might play a nonnegligible role which should be taken into account in future studies. • The formulation of speech dynamics in terms of probability density functions of the kinematic variables allow the use of Information Theory principles to differentiate between dysarthric and normative speech. One of the inconveniences of KLD is its asymmetry. For this reason, other similar metrics are sought with a more balanced behavior. • These conclusions are to be validated on a wider database of speakers, including gender dependence.
